Question,

Why should I and any other good gun user have to pay such an exercise tax. We are paying sales tax and now you are planning to add another tax on a tax.

Talk about taxation with representation.

Being a good citizens and serving our county, owing a weapon as authorized, IS constitutional right. I am not in favor fo this bill - A VOTE for HB 5040 - will mean a NO vote in the fall.

Statement of Purpose: To establish an excise tax on ammunition to increase funding for gun violence prevention and reduction efforts.

Question, How many people have been shot with illegal guns? Not registered - no serial number?

You will also drive bussines away from CT and not get the tax at all.

Just another tax - tell us one use for the $$$ and AND to spend the $$$ for other purposes. Why are you not Talking to all the gun clubs and stores, have them promoting safe useage of weapon? WAIT - these groups already do promote safety with weapons.

The $$$ collected will NOT be used for the intended purpose - I do not see any plan or how much that legislature plans to spend. Time to revewi ALL programs and cut useless one out of the budget - The tax payers are not money trees as some of you think. No plan that is developed will work - so do not pass this bill.

George Carbonell
Register Voter and proud gun owner.